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A team of specialists
We are a leader in additive technologies in Poland. We conduct trainings, we create prototypes, test 
them and develop short production series on request. 

We use 3D printing as one of the technologies that helps us bring your idea to life.
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What do we offer?

Event offer
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EVENTS
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We comprehensively arrange 
corporate events. 

We support the creative department 
in your enterprise, proposing 
innovative solutions with the use 
of new technologies.

We offer a wide range of services, from 
3D scanning, through workshops using 
3D printers, printing gadgets to large, specific 
projects tailored to the Client’s needs.  
We take into account the nature and profile 
of the event, as well as place logotypes 
of Partners and Sponsors on demand.

Corporate events



Corporate events

In 2018, we have organized 
a 3D printing show for My 
Place company on the occasion 
of the opening of the new 
shopping mall - New Station.

We have created and printed 
dedicated 3D models referring 
to the nature of the event, 
conducted a full 3D printing 
show and supplemented 
the cooperation with online 
promotion of the event.



Events for children Education in the spirit 
of STEAM 
 
We have extensive experience 
in organizing events for children 
and teenagers. 

In addition to 3D printers and scanners, 
we also use 3D pens during the course 
of thematic workshops and games. We adjust 
the level of workshops sophistication to the age 
of participants to provide a balanced dose 
of knowledge and fun every time.

During the classes, we emphasize 
the development of spatial imagination, 
creativity, manual dexterity and electronic device 
operation skills on basic and advanced levels. 



In 2019, we organized a series of Saturday themed workshops that 
brought closer the elements of the museum permanent exhibition in 
an accessible form, with the use of new technologies. We combined 
interactive presentations with games involving both body and mind, 
during which participants created individual souvenirs and worked in 
groups on a common solution to the problem.

Events for children - Museum world in 3D 
Museum of the History of Polish Jews

fot. M. Starowieyska / Museum of the History of Polish Jews



Overprints IMAGO

2D printing on various flat 
surfaces 
 
We are able to digitally print any 
patterns on food products, using food 
dyes / food colourings. 

The Imago Printer Falco comes in three 
configurations. It allows printing on virtually any 
type of flat surface.



You can see print on food in our showroom 
Technika 3d-printed by Sygnis 
on al. Solidarności 78 in Warsaw.

We print eco-printers prints and print 
T-shirts at the company’s headquarters.

Overprints - IMAGO in „Technika by Sygnis”



Overprints on various materials - IMAGO



We create awards 
and statuettes for plebiscites 
and industry competitions.

Thanks to the use of 3D printing technology, 
we are able to develop tailored individual 
short-series projects, as well as molds for mass 
production. Each time, our design department, 
in close cooperation with the client, creates 
a sketch of the idea, which after refinement 
and acceptance goes into production.

Awards and statuettes



At the request of the production  
company Rochstar, we have designed, 
made and delivered statuettes for 
the winnersof the popular TV series  
- The Voice of Poland.

Our proposal turned out to be interesting 
not only in terms of high quality workmanship, 
but also because of its competitive price 
and short delivery time. For this reason,  
Rochstar decided to cooperate with us 
also the following year, in the next edition  
of the TV series.

Awards and statuettes



We create personalized 
gadgets and branded office 
and event accessories for our 
own and our clients’ needs.

Figurines, key rings, bookmarks, pens, 
boxes, straws, diplomas and many more. 

We are also able to prepare the above proposals 
for the needs of internal company events, 
meetings with clients, CSR / PR activities, 
as well as for conferences pressbags. 

Gadgets and accessories



Gadgets and accessories

In 2019, we designed 3D printed pens with 
a place for a logo. The design can be freely 
modified and adapted to the special customer 
order.



Gadgets and accessories - occasional pens and packaging
For our clients, we have implemented several hundred different designs of personalized gadgets and 
accessories prepared for specific events. Each of the products goes through a conceptual phase, during 
which we learn about the Client’s needs, propose solutions and together we choose the optimal version 
of the initial idea.

books - boxes for chocolateskeys - pens



Gadgets and accessories - for the HoReCa sector

We are currently the only ones on the global market to produce fully biodegradable 3D printed reusable straws. 
Thanks to the use of additive technologies, we can completely adapt the project to your needs. We are able 
to personalize individual pieces for a specific user, place a logotype and play with the 3D model’s geometry 
at will to achieve extraordinary and unique effects.



Gadgets and accessories - for the HoReCa sector



Gadgets and accessories - three-dimensional diplomas

We create certificates on demand using e.g. 
3D printing. We also use other manufacturing 
technologies.

Depending on the purpose and expected 
final effect, we will help you choose the right 
technique and materials from trusted suppliers.



Gadgets and accessories - busts

We scan both objects and living people in 3D.
We digitize not only museum collections, but also 
celebrities... For one of the Aktivist Magazine events, 
we scanned the head of Polish celebrity Julia Wieniawa 
and prepared her bust in a 1:1 scale. This is just one 
of many possibilities offered by transferring real objects 
to the digital environment.



możliwe że jeszcze jeden 
slajd ze skanowaniem i po-
piersiami

Gadgets and accessories - busts and sculptures 
Aktivist 2018



Our portfolio
more than 120 events,

600 hours of trainings,
50 delivered awards 

and over 30 000 event gadgets



Sygnis New Technologies
Żwirki i Wigury 101 St.
02-089 Warsaw, Poland

contact@sygnis.pl
+48 22 668 47 57

Let’s talk about what 
we could create together.

We invite you to our headquarters, where 
you will be able to see our projects for yourself.

Marketing department

Marek Lorent-Kamiński 
marek.kaminski@sygnis.pl
+48 602 667 407



P.S. are you looking for a venue for rent?

In our technology showroom, you can organize debates, workshops, 
lectures, presentations and conferences, arrange your own 
coworking space at will, and you can freely conduct confidential 
conversations with key clients in the VIP room. Technika 3d-printed by Sygnis

Al. Solidarności 78, Warsaw, Polska
technika@sygnis.plAsk us for a detailed offer of the showroom!




